
Black SunBlack Sun (Be(Betwtween Eeen Earth & Sky #1)arth & Sky #1)
by Rebecca Roanhorse
A trilogy debut by the Nebula Award-winning author of Star Wars:

Resistance Reborn is inspired by the civilizations of the Pre-

Columbian Americas and follows the unbalancing of the holy city of

Tova amid a fateful solstice eclipse.

The AThe Awwakakeningening (The Dr(The Dragon Hagon Heart Leart Legacy #1)egacy #1)
by Nora Roberts
An anxious young woman mired in student debt and working a

hated job uses hidden funds to visit Ireland, where she uncovers

truths about vivid dreams compelling her to embrace her destiny in

a fantastical alternate world.

RhRhythm oythm of Wf Warar ((StStormlighormlight Art Archivchive #4)e #4)
by Brandon Sanderson
Technological discoveries and an edict-violating arms race enmesh

Dalinar Kholin and his knights in a conflict that reveals secrets

about the original source of Radiant strength. By the Hugo Award-

winning author of Oathbringer.

The Bone SharThe Bone Shard Daughd Daughtter (Drer (Droowning Ewning Empirmpire #1)e #1)
by Andrea Stewart
Her father's mastery of bone shard magic has maintained law and

order in the kingdom for many years, but with the threat of

revolution, his daughter, who has been trapped in the palace, is

determined to learn the secret of the magic to claim her birthright

and save the kingdom
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PirPiranesianesi
by Susanna Clarke
Piranesi’s house is unusual: its rooms are infinite and its corridors

endless. Within the halls an ocean is imprisoned; waves thunder up

staircases, rooms are flooded in an instant. Piranesi understands

the tides as he understands the labyrinth itself. But as he explores, a

terrible truth begins to unravel. For fans of Neil Gaiman’s The Ocean

at the End of the Lane and Madeline Miller’s Circe.

RReady Playeady Player Ter Twwoo
by Ernest Cline
A 1980s cultural assessment of the fantastical future of online

behavior continues the story that began in the internationally best-

selling futuristic novel, Ready Player One, that inspired a

blockbuster Steven Spielberg film.

The MThe Midnighidnight Librt Libraryary
by Matt Haig
Nora Seed finds herself faced with the possibility of changing her

life for a new one, following a different career, undoing old

breakups, or realizing her dreams of becoming a glaciologist. She

must search within herself as she travels through the Midnight

Library to decide what is truly fulfilling in life.

The Once and FThe Once and Futuruture Wite Witchesches
by Alix E. Harrow
In 1893, witches have all but disappeared. If a woman wants any

power, she must find it at the ballot box. But when the Eastwood

sisters join the suffragists of New Salem, they begin to pursue the

forgotten ways. Hunted by forces who will not suffer a witch to vote

or even live, the sisters will need to delve into the oldest magics to

survive. There's no such thing as witches. But there will be.

MMagic Lagic Lessonsessons (Pr(Prequel tequel too PrPractical Mactical Magicagic))
by Alice Hoffman
In an unforgettable novel that traces a centuries-old curse to its

source, beloved author Alice Hoffman unveils the story of Maria

Owens, accused of witchcraft in Salem, and matriarch of a line of

the amazing Owens women and men featured in Practical Magic

and The Rules of Magic.

The HThe Holloollow Placesw Places
by T. Kingfisher
Pray they are hungry. Kara finds the words in the mysterious bunker

that she's discovered behind a hole in the wall of her uncle's house.

Freshly divorced and living back at home, Kara now becomes

obsessed with these cryptic words and starts exploring this peculiar

area-only to discover that it holds portals to alternate realities. But

these places are haunted by creatures that feed on fear.

The BThe Burning Godurning God (The P(The Poppoppy Wy War #3)ar #3)
by R. F. Kuang
After saving her nation of Nikan from foreign invaders and battling

the evil Empress Su Daji in a brutal civil war, Fang Runin was

betrayed by allies and left for dead. She might have survived, but

even if she makes it back to her village, Rin will need to prepare the

Southern Army for an ultimate battle against the Dragon Republic.

The ArrThe Arrestest
by Jonathan Lethem
Working as an organic farmer in a post-apocalypse world devoid of

technology, a former Los Angeles screenwriter unexpectedly

reconnects with his once-famous partner, who has retrofitted a

nuclear-powered digger to launch an unknown agenda.

A Deadly EA Deadly Educationducation (The Scholomance #1)(The Scholomance #1)
by Naomi Novik
The author of Uprooted and the Temeraire series introduces you to

a school for the magically gifted where failure means certain death

-- until one girl begins to unlock its secrets. In this school, there are

no teachers, and survival is more important than any grade, for the

school won't allow students to leave until they graduate... or die.

TTo Sleep in a Sea oo Sleep in a Sea of Stf Starsars
by Christopher Paolini
During a survey mission on an uncolonized planet, Kira finds an

alien relic. Elation turns to terror when the ancient dust around her

begins to move. As war erupts among the stars, Kira is launched

into a galaxy-spanning odyssey of discovery. Earth stands upon the

brink of annihilation, and Kira might be humanity's final hope.
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